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ThMn -type magnetic ErFe Al and non-magnetic YFe Al studied by12 7 5 7 5

X-ray and neutron diffraction
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Abstract

Structure parameters and magnetic properties of ternary ErFe Al and YFe Al intermetallics have been determined by X-ray and7 5 7 5

neutron diffraction. The compounds crystallize in the ThMn -type structure of space group I4 /mmm with 2a, 8f and 8i sites occupied by12

the rare earths (R), iron and aluminium, respectively, and remaining Fe and Al on 8j. Lattice constants and interatomic distances are
discussed in the context with results of previously investigated R(Fe Al ) compounds of lower iron concentrations. Around 320 K,x 12x 12

ErFe Al undergoes a magnetic phase transition into a ferrimagnetically ordered state with antiparallel orientations of Er and Fe(8f) spins7 5

within the tetragonal basis plane. The moment values are 8.4(2) m and 2.9(3) m at 4.2 K per Er- and Fe-ion, respectively. In YFe Al ,B B 7 5

however, no long range magnetic order is observed.  2000 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction Fe-concentrations, i.e. x.6. Neutron diffraction is special-
ly suited to simultaneously study atomic and magnetic long

The stability regime of ThMn -type ternary rare earth range order and relations between them. The comparison12

(R) – iron – aluminium intermetallics R(Fe Al ) of isostructural ErFe Al and YFe Al is of specialx 12x 12 7 5 7 5

extends from x51/3 (RFe Al ) to about x52/3 interest with respect to different magnetic interactions due4 8

(RFe Al ). Fe-concentration dependent structural and to combinations of magnetically relevant transition metal8 4

magnetic characteristics have been summarized recently, sublattices (Fe) with rare earth metal sublattices of either
based on neutron diffraction results existing so far on magnetic (Er) or non-magnetic (Y) atoms. Earlier in-
compounds (R5Tb, Dy, Ho, Er) with lower iron con- vestigations on R(Fe Al ) compounds of lower ironx 12x 12

centrations x#1/2 [1,2]. Common findings are: Fe and Al content revealed long range ferrimagnetic order in
are distributed on preferential sites with largest and ErFe Al [4] and short range ordered Fe clusters in5 7

smallest distances to the rare earths, respectively; structural YFe Al [5].5 7

flexibility is lost with increasing Fe concentrations; the
type of magnetic order changes from weak to very strong
couplings of iron and rare earth sublattices; the magnetic 2. Samples and experimental
ordering temperatures increase from about 30 K or 120 K
(RFe Al ) via 60 K or 230 K (RFe Al ) to uniformly 340 The polycrystalline material was synthezised by arc4 8 5 7

K (RFe Al ). RFe Al (R5Tb, Ho, Er) exhibit identical melting of the constituent metallic elements under argon-6 6 6 6

ferrimagnetic structures [3]. atmosphere. To ensure homogeneity, the samples were
Now we are extending the neutron diffraction inves- turned over and remelted several times. The resultant

tigations of the structural and magnetic properties of products were wrapped in tantalum foil and annealed in
R(Fe Al ) compounds to the regime of even higher evacuated quartz tubes. Evaporation control didn’t identifyx 12x 12

weight losses during the preparation process. Three bat-
ches of the material were treated at a temperature of 8508C
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different batches. As experience shows the preparation of the tetragonal space group I4 /mmm and a unit cell
single phase material is known to be more and more containing four partial structures according to site occupa-
difficult with higher iron concentrations (compare [6]). The tions 2a (0,0,0) by Er (Y), 8f (1 /4,1 /4,1 /4) by Fe, 8i
long-time annealed material was considered to be the best (x,0,0) by Al, and 8j (x,1 /2,0) by the remaining Fe and Al
for the diffraction experiments. According to X-ray and atoms (Fig. 2). Due to deviations from stoichiometry the 8j
neutron diffraction, ErFe Al was nearly single phase sites accommodate 60% Fe and 40% Al. In YFe Al ,7 5 7 5

contaminated only by a small amount of cubic FeAl (Fig. additionally, an occupation deficiency of about 10% Fe is
1), whereas YFe Al contained several additional contami- observed on the 8f sites. The resultant structural parame-7 5

nations not yet identified as well as an amorphous com- ters obtained from the refinement calculations of the 4.2 K,
ponent. 293 K and 400 K patterns are compiled in Table 1. The

Room temperature X-ray measurements on a Siemens precision of the neutron diffraction lattice constants seems
powder diffractometer D-5000 using graphite-monochrom- fair in view of the reasonably observed thermal expansions

3˚ized Cu-radiation were performed by stepscanning with of the unit cells by about 4 A from 4.2 K to 400 K. The
˚D2Q50.028 and measuring times of 4s per step (compare accuracy, however, is limited by about Da¯0.01 A and

˚Fig. 1). Neutron diffraction patterns were collected for Dc¯0.02 A considering the observed differences of the
about 12 h at 4.2 K, 293 K and 400 K using a wavelength room temperature values deduced from X-ray and neutron

˚of 1.0926 A. Data collection on the University of Bonn diffraction. Inter- and intrasublattice atomic distances of
powder diffractometer SV7 installed at the FRJ-2 reactor the Er-compound are summarized in Table 2 on basis of

¨(DIDO) in the Forschungszentrum Julich was done with the 293 K neutron data and in comparison to corre-
two units of the linear position-sensitive scintillation sponding values of less Fe containing Er-compounds,
detector JULIOS [7]. Additional short-time temperature which had been measured earlier under similar experimen-
dependent measurements were performed in steps of about tal conditions on the same neutron diffractometer (compare
25 K between 4.2 K and 400 K. The sample material was [2]).
contained in cylindrical vanadium cans of about 8 mm
diameter and 30 mm height. The cans were mounted
alternatively in a He-refrigerator cryostat (4.2 K to 293 K) 2.2. Magnetic results
and a heater device (293 K to 400 K).

The 4.2 K pattern of ErFe Al exhibits intensity en-7 5

2.1. Structure results hancements on nuclear reflection positions to be attributed
to the occurence of coherent magnetic Bragg scattering as

The ThMn -type structure of ErFe Al and YFe Al a result of magnetic order. The observed magnetic inten-12 7 5 7 5

was confirmed by Rietveld refinements of the X-ray and sities are in accordance with ferromagnetic spin orienta-
neutron diffraction patterns. The structure is described by tions of both, the Er and the Fe(8f) sublattices. Er and Fe

Fig. 1. Rietveld analysed X-ray diffraction pattern of ErFe Al ; observations (circles), calculation (line) and differences (line below).7 5
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Fig. 2. Partial structures of the ThMn -type structure and site occupations in RFe Al (R5Er, Y).12 7 5

Table 1
Lattice parameters a and c, unit cell volumes V and free atomic positional parameters of 8i and 8j sites of ErFe Al and YFe Al according to neutron (n)7 5 7 5

aand X-ray (X) refinements

ErFe Al YFe Al7 5 7 5

T54.2 K T5293 K T5400 K T54.2 K T5293 K T5400 K

˚a [A] n 8.593(3) 8.594(1) 8.613(1) 8.600(2) 8.617(2) 8.629(2)
X 8.5723(6) 8.636(3)

˚c[A] n 4.959(3) 4.981(1) 4.985(1) 5.021(1) 5.031(1) 5.040(1)
X 4.9751(4) 5.022(2)

3˚V [A ] n 366.2 367.9 369.8 371.4 373.6 375.3
x (8i) n 0.346(1) 0.342(3) 0.342(2) 0.343(3) 0.345(3) 0.341(2)

X 0.3545(9) 0.354(2)
x (8j) n 0.278(1) 0.278(1) 0.276(1) 0.278(1) 0.278(1) 0.278(1)

X 0.2719(7) 0.276(2)
a The estimated standard deviations from the Rietveld calculations (in parentheses) are based on measurement statistics and ignore probable systematic

errors. R(Bragg)-values are between 0.05 and 0.12.

spins are oriented antiparallel to each other within the
tetragonal basis plane resulting in a ferrimagnetic structureTable 2

˚Room temperature interatomic distances [A] and coordination numbers (Fig. 3). The magnetic moment values obtained by an
(co) between the different sites of ErFe Al (this study) compared to7 5 Rietveld refinement of the 4.2 K pattern (Fig. 4) are 8.4(2)
those of ErFe Al and ErFe Al according to earlier investigations on the6 6 4 8 m and 2.9(3) m per Er- and Fe-ion at 4.2 K, respectively.B Bsame neutron diffractometer (compare [2])

The magnetic Fe order is confined to the 8f sublattice. The
site–site co ErFe Al ErFe Al ErFe Al7 5 6 6 4 8 refinement calculation reveals 0.2(2) m per Fe on the 8jB

2a (Er)–8f (Fe) 8 3.248 3.306 3.335 sublattice, i.e. within experimental accuracy no magnetic
– 8i (Al) 4 2.939 2.973 3.049 order on the mixedly occupied 8j site. A control refinement
– 8j (Fe,Al) 8 3.137 3.194 3.177 by constraining the Fe moments on 8f and 8j sites resulted
8f (Fe)–8f (Fe) 2 2.491 2.521 2.516

in 1.2(1) m per Fe, but led to a deterioration of theB– 8i (Al) 4 2.606 2.630 2.665
magnetic R(Bragg)-value from 9.0% to 10.3%.– 8j(Fe,Al) 4 2.495 2.509 2.533

8i (Al)–8i (Al) 1 2.716 2.697 2.639 According to the measured temperature dependences of
– 8j (Fe,Al) 2 2.696 2.716 2.750 the strongest magnetic reflections (Fig. 5) the Curie
8j (Fe,Al)–8j (Fe,Al) 2 2.698 2.775 2.743 temperature of the transition from paramagnetism to
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Fig. 3. Ferrimagnetic unit cell of ErFe Al consisting of ferromagnetically aligned Er moments (large black arrows) and ferromagnetically ordered Fe7 5

moments on 8f (small arrows); Fe moments on 8j sites (open circles) are not ordered.

ferrimagnetism is found slightly above room temperature Al on 8j sites. This is a confirmation that Fe atoms favour
largest possible distances to the rare earths (compare [2]).(T 5320620 K).C

In ErFe Al , for example, the Er–Fe distances (2a–8f) andNo magnetic Bragg scattering is observed in the low 7 5
˚ ˚(2a–8j) are 3.248 A and 3.137 A, respectively, while thetemperature pattern of YFe Al . The material remains in a7 5

˚distances between Er and Al on 8i are only 2.939 A (seestate of long range magnetic disorder at least down to 4.2
˚K. Table 2). The metallic radii of Fe (1.274 A) and Al (1.432

Å) rather indicate an inverse site occupation with respect
2.3. Discussion to the distances to R. Due to the actual site occupations,

8f-intrasublattice and (8f–8j)-intersublattice distances be-
The structural results of ThMn -type ErFe Al and tween Fe atoms become almost identical by 2.49360.00212 7 5

˚ ˚YFe Al correspond to those of less iron containing A and 2.51260.006 A in ErFe Al and YFe Al , respec-7 5 7 5 7 5

R(Fe Al ) compounds with preferential site occupa- tively (compare Table 2). Higher iron concentrations,x 12x 12

tions of Fe and Al atoms on 8f and 8i sites, respectively, however, cause a gradual reduction of the (2a–8f) dis-
˚and with statistical distributions of the remaining Fe and tances being 0.087 A from ErFe Al to ErFe Al (see4 8 7 5

Fig. 4. Front part of the Rietveld analysed 4.2 K neutron diffraction pattern of ErFe Al ; observations (open circles), calculation (line) and differences (line7 5

below).
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Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of magnetic Bragg intensities according
to neutron diffraction; sizes of symbols correspond to experimental
standard deviations.

Fig. 6. Room temperature lattice constants a and c and unit cell volumes
of Er(Fe Al ) intermetallics according to neutron diffraction measure-x 12x 12

ments at x50.58 (ErFe Al , this study) and x50.50, 0.42, and 0.33Table 2). This distance reduction is corroborated by the Fe 7 5

(ErFe Al , ErFe Al , and ErFe Al , respectively, see [2]).6 6 5 5 4 8concentration dependent decrease of the unit cell volumes
as illustrated in Fig. 6. This decrease is mainly due to the
changes of the lattice parameter a as has been observed is no onset of long range magnetic order occuring in
and discussed also for other R(Fe Al ) compounds YFe Al down to 4.2 K. This leads to the conclusion thatx 12x 12 7 5

(compare [2]). (ferri)magnetic order in RFe Al compounds is only7 5

The ferrimagnetic structure of ErFe Al collinear spin realized in the presence of strong magnetic coupling and7 5

orientations within the tetragonal basis plane and antiparal- interaction between magnetic rare earth and magnetic iron
lel orientations of Er and Fe spins is identical to the sublattices. Neutron diffraction experiments on other
magnetic structures of ErFe Al [4] and ErFe Al [3] RFe Al compounds are in progress.5 7 6 6 7 5

where, however, Fe on 8j sites is assumed to participate in
the magnetic order and where the onset of long range
ferrimagnetic order is observed at 62 K and around 340 K,
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